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My invention relates to devices for producing 
electrical music and one of its fundamental ob 
jects is the simplification of the construction of 
electrical musical instruments of the key-board 
type. it has been known that electrical pulsa 
tions of given and controllable frequency can be 
produced by a relatively wide variety of electri 
cal means, and that the pulsations so produced 
can be controlled in their generation or modified 
after generation to produce substantially any 
Wave form desired, so that when such pulsations 
are converted into Sound waves as by means of 
a loud Speaker or the like, a tone of substantially 
any timbre desired may be produced. In this 
Way it is possible by purely electrical means sub 
Stantially to reproduce the sound of any given 
instružnent or to create new and pleasing musical 
tones. A large number of types of generating 
circuits have been suggested including oscillat 
ing audiori tubes, oscillating neon tubes and the 
like, and nost of these circuits are capable of 
Variation to change the frequency of the pulsa 
tions and therefore the pitch of the audible sounds 
SO produced, over a fairly wide range. Instru 
ments embodying such circuits have, however, 
taken the form of a device upon which but one 
note could be played at a time for solo work, or 
of a device in which several oscillating circuits 
have been provided capable of simultaneous varia 
tion to produce chords; but the latter type of 
instrument has not been played by means of the 
Ordinary key-board but has required a special 
apparatus and a special technique. Where ordi 
nary key-boards or manuals have been provided, 
&nd where flexibility has been attempted to per 
mit the Simultaneous striking of any desired com 
bination of notes, it has been thought necessary 
to provide a separate generator of electrical pull 
sations for each note represented by each key. 
in the manual. Such instruments, while sone of 
them have been satisfactory from the standpoint 
of ultinate results, have obviously required the 
employment of great quantities of apparatus and 
have entailed very great expense. 

It is an object cf my invention to provide a, 
key-board instrument, having all of the iexibility 
of Such instruments as the piano, the reed organ 
or the pipe organ, while at the sane time greatly 
Cutting down the number of oscillating circuits 
required aid the quantity of agaratus needed. 

It is still another object of try invegation to 
Simplify the construction of keyboard instru:- 
ginents which are to control electrical circuits di 
irectly to do away with the coEngiicatio; cf age 
paratus, the mechanical coupling devices and he 

(C. 84-1) 
like heretofore employed, and to produce an ex 
ceedingly inexpensive construction in an instru 
ment of great flexibility. 

It is still another object of my invention to 
provide in a key-board instrument of the organ 
type, means for securing a dynamic quality in 
the tones produced so that the force with which 
the performer strikes the keys for example, will 
be reflected either in the Volume . Of Sound pro 
duced or in the timbre of the note Or both, aS 
desired. . . 

These and other objects of my invention which 
will be set forth hereinafter or will be apparent 
to one skilled in the art, upon reading these Specific 
cations, I accomplish by that certain construc 
tion and arrangement of parts of which I shall 
now describe certain exemplary embodiments. 

Reference may be had to the drawings, in 
Whic 

Figure i is a diagrammatic representation of 
a portion of a key-board, with lines indicating 
the mariner in which the keys of the key-board 
are made to control a, certain grouping of elec 
trical circuits. 

Figure 2 is a circuit diagram showing one form 
of oscillating circuit which may be employed. 

Figure 2c, shows a mode of connecting a plu 
rality of keys to one oscillating circuit So as to 
avoid interference if more than One of Such keys 
&re struck Sinistaneously. 

Figure 25 is a plan view of a Switch useful in 
the circuit arrangement of Fig. 2. 

figure 26 is an elevational view thereof. 
Figure 3 is a diagrammatic showing of Selected 

keys of a two Emanual instrument, indicating the 
Way in which these keys are caused selectively 
to control a pair of circuits. 

Figure 4 is a seni-diagrammatic representation 
Of a form of gey-board and control circuit con 
Struction in end elevation. 

Figure 5 is a partial perspective view of a console. 
showing the elements indicated in Figure 4. . 

Figure 50, is a plan view of the manuals and 
key nontings for a three manual instrument. 

figure 6 sows a way in which the Switch actu 
ating rods inay be attached to the key bars. 

Figure is 8, pian view of one type of stop 
device which i2y be employed. 

Eigure 8 is a sectional view thereof taken along 
the lines 3-3 in Figure . 
Figure 9 shows a construction for deterning 

the position of the various switch boards. 
Figure 10 is a sectional view through 8, portion 

of the console. . 
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Sigure 11 is a front view of a portion of the 55 



2 
console with parts cut away to show the switch 
board actuating mechanism. 

Figure 12 is a sectional view through the upper 
part of a console taken along the lines 2-2 
in Fig. 10. 

Figure 13 is a diagrammatic representation of 
a foot keyboard with lines indicating the man 
ner in which the keys of the foot keyboard are 
made to control a tone producing device. 
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One phase of my invention as applied to the 
electrical production of music relates to a group 
ing of a plurality of oscillating circuits in such 
a Way that for a complete key-board instrument 
the number of oscillating circuits can be very 
greatly cut down. The nature of the oscillating 
circuits employed is not a limitation upon my 
invention. Vacuum tube oscillating, circuits, 
neon tube oscillating circuits or any of the well 
known devices for generating directly or by heat 
frequency means electrical pulsations of audio 
frequency may be employed, together with such 
Stabilizing means and Such means for controlling 
timbre and the like, as have been suggested in 
the art. In the first phase of my invention which 
I shall now more particularly describe, it is 
necessary only to premise the provision of an 
Oscillating circuit capable of giving out pulsa 
tions useful to the end of producing pleasing 
musical notes, which circuit is capable of appro 
priate adjustment for producing pulsations of 
Controlled and variable pitch. Of such circuits, 
perhaps the simplest form and one which may 
be employed to illustrate the functioning of my 
invention is a well known circuit indicated dia 
grammatically in Figure 2, in which a grid and 
plate of an audion tube are coupled together 
through a transformer of audio frequency type. 
The grid may be connected through a con 
denser 2 to the secondary 3 of a transformer, the 
other Secondary terminal of which is grounded 
through a lead 4. The plate 5 may be connected 
by a lead 6 to one terminal of the primary of 
the transformer, the other terminal of which 
may be connected through a reproducing device 
Or loud Speaker 8 and a source of B potential 9 
to ground. The filament of the tube is heated 
by a Source of A potential O. A variable resist 
ance forming a leakage path is connected as 
shown between the grid of the tube and ground. 
This forms a circuit adapted to oscillate at audio 
frequency, the pitch of which may be controlled 
in various ways. If the condenser 2 is of fixed 
capacity, a variation of the resistance f f will 
control both the pitch and to a considerable 
degree, the timbre of the sound produced by 
the loud Speaker. Similarly a variation of the 
value of the condenser 2 will control both the 
pitch and the timbre. By controlling the values 
of the condenser and the resistance, it is possible 
to produce sounds of the same pitch, but of dif 
ferent timbres,' or sounds of the same timbre but 
of different pitches. 
While, as hereinabove indicated, my inven 

tion is not restricted to the use of such an 
OScillating circuit, and while in the completed 
instrument the oscillating and controlling cir 
cuits may be considerably more complicated, 
may have stabilizing means in connection 
therewith, etc., this simple circuit will serve 
very well to illustrate a means which can 
be employed in carrying out my invention; 
and the ensuing description of this phase 

75 
of my invention is based upon the premise of the 
provision of a plurality of oscillating, circuits, 
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each of which can be made to produce, not simul 
taneously but in succession, a plurality of tones 
of pitches which are slightly more than an Octave 
apart. Such control of frequency may be had 
by variation of resistance in the circuit or by 
variations of inductances or capacities, or in 
any other of the well known ways of controlling 
frequency electrically, which admit of the use of 
Switches selectively connected to electrical cir 
cuit characteristic controlling elements. 

Hitherto as I have indicated, it has been as 
Sumed that in order to produce a key-board in 
strument in which any one note can be simul 
taneously struck with any other note, it was 
necessary to provide a separate oscillating device 
for each note for each key in the key-board. If 
Oscillating audion tubes were employed, in say, 
a five octave instrument, sixty of such tubes at 
least, would be required for a single manual five 
Octave device. If two or more manuals are to 
be employed of equal octave range, the number 
of such tubes would be multiplied by the number 
of manuals. 

In Figure , have shown a portion of the key 
board containing approximately three Octaves, 
and have shown resistances to the number of 
thirteen and indicated by the numbers 20 to 32 
inclusive. These resistances may be thought of 
as the frequency or pitch controlling elements of 
thirteen Separate OScillating circuits. 
of the key-board are indicated generally at 3 
and each of these keys may be thought of as 
Controlling a Switch not shown, connected to 
ground upon one side and upon the other, by 
means of leads indicated at 4, 4a, etc., to one 
of the several resistances. The keys of the key 
board have been marked with notations indicat 
ing musical notes. It will be seen from this dia 
gram that the first key, viz., C, is connected to a 
certain point on the resistance 20, which will give 
a reproduced tone of the desired frequency for 
this note. The next note C sharp, is connected 
by means of a lead 4a to a point on the resist 
ance 2 to give a reproduced note of the fre 
quency desired for C. Sharp. Similarly each note 
in the first octave is connected selectively to such 
a point upon a separate resistance element of the 
Series 20 to 32, as will give a reproduced note of 
the desired frequency. Thus, the key represent 
ing the note B is connected to the twelfth re 
sistance numbered 3 in the diagram. The key 
representing C an octave above the first C in 
the key-board, is connected to the thirteenth re 
sistance numbered 32. C sharp an octave above 
the first C is however, again connected to the 
first resistance numbered 20, but is, of course, 
connected to Such a point on said resistance as 
to give a reproduced note of the frequency ap 

- propriate to C sharp above the first C in the key 
board. Beginning with C sharp above the first C 
in the key-board, the keys are connected again 
to the Several resistances in rotation as herein 
above described, the thirteenth resistance being 
connected to the key representing B, two octaves 
above the first C in the key-board. With the foll 
lowing key, viz., D sharp, the series is begun again, 
i. e., by the connection of this note to the first 
resistance 20 and so on throughout the key-board 
for as many octaves as may be desired. This 
manner of connecting up the keys of the key 
board to a series of thirteen oscillating circuits 
repeatedly I shall hereinafter refer to, for brew 
ity, as the "thirteen principle'. 

If the keys of the key-board are connected up 
as hereinabove described, to thirteen oscillating 

The keys 
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2,045,72 
circuits, it follows that it will not be possible with 
the five fingers of one hand, and within the re 
quirements of musical notation, to strike simul 
taneously two keys connected with the same OS 
cillating circuit. Thus, it is possible to strike the 
first C in the key-board shown in Figure 1, simul 
taneously with any other key in the same Octave, 
since all keys in this octave are made to control 
separate oscillating circuits. It is likewise possi 
ble to strike the first C in the key-board with C 
an octave above since these keys also are con 
nected to separate oscillating circuits. It Would 
not be possible to strike the first C with C sharp 
an octave above because these are located to 
control the same oscillating circuit; but Such a 
striking of the keys would not be necessary in 
musical notation. It would be possible to strike 
the first C with D an octave above, and similarly 
With D sharp and E an octave above; and beyond 
this point it is not normally possible to go with 
the human hand. The thirteen principle here 
inabove described, not only permits the playing 
of Octave notes together because they are not lo 
cated upon the same oscillating circuit, but also 
offsets by half a tone the circuit connections of 
adjacent octaves. Thus, it is possible to strike 
the chords CEG in the first octave and CEG in 
the second octave with the fingers of both hands 
Without interference, and for most nusical re 
quirements such a key-board as that indicated in 
Figure could be played on with both hands, 
without interference. 

Employing the principle set forth in Figures 1 
and 13 hereinabove described, it would thus be 
possible to construct a very much simplified mus 
ical instrument comprising, say, two hand man 
uals and a foot keyboard with thirteen oscillating 
circuits, and thirteen oscillating tubes for each. 
nanual, and one oscillating circuit and tube 
for the foot keyboard enploying a circuit vari 
able as to frequency over the entire range de 
sired for the foot keyboard, which in and of it 
self would amount to a total of but 27 oscillating 
circuits as compared with say, 12 oscillating cir 
cuits for a similar five octave organ in which each 
key is provided with its own separate oscillating 
circuit. Such a foot keyboard is shown diagram 
matically in Figure 13, where 28' indicates the 
Sound producing means adapted to be actuated 
at different frequencies by the foot, pedals in 
the keyboard 3' through the leads 3. So long 
as one hand of the performer were kept upon one 
manual and the other on the other nanual, and 
so long as the performer did not attempt to strike 
two notes simultaneously on the foot keyboard, 
it would not be possible to produce interference 
in such an instrument by simultaneously at 
tempting to Sound two notes on the same oscillat 
ing circuit. This indicates however, a possibie 
limitation in such an instrument, viz., that for 
the requirenefits of Some illusical scores it would 
be necessary to keep the hands separately upon 
the separate manuals. This limitation can be ob 
wiated an entire freedon allowed for the per 
former to use both hands on either manua, as 
desired, by Such means as are shown diagran 
matically in Figure 3. In his figure it have 
shown, both for the lower manual and for the up 
per manual, those particular keys which are con 
nected to the same Oscillating circuit. Thus ira 
each manual C; C sharp an octave above, a, 
second octave above, D sharp a third octave above, 
and E a fourth octave above, would all be con 
nected to the same oscillating circuit. By a suit 
able switching arrangement it is possible to pro 

3 
vide with respect to each manual, that only the 
lowest or the highest note struck upon any oscil 
lating circuit will sound. Reference may be made 
to the key 5 in the lower manual, which is ar 
ranged to actuate five switches. Switches 6, 7, 
8 and 9 when the key 5 is depressed, break 

circuits between the resistance 20 and the keys 
33, 34, 35 and 36. Immediately thereafter by 

5 

means of the switch 37, a contact to the resistance 
20 is made appropriate for the Sounding of the C 
note represented by the key 5. If through the 
operations of both hands on the lower manual 
any of the keys 33 to 36 inclusive were struck with 
key 5, only that tone appropriate to key. 5 will 
be sounded. It will be noted that whereas the 
key 5 controls in Figure 3, four Switches for 
breaking circuits and one for making a circuit, 
key 33 controls, but three for breaking a circuit 
and one for making a circuit. Similarly the num 
ber of Switches controlled by each key diminishes 
in accordance with the number of octaves So that 
the key 36 which is in the highest octave of the 
lower manual, controls but one switch. Thus the 
keys in the lowermost thirteen notes of any given 
manual will control as many switches in this par 

O 

15 

20 

25 
ticular form of my invention as there are octaves 
in the manual. The keys for the second thirteen 
notes Will control one less switch and so on. 
The upper manual may similarly be provided 

with controlling switches; but these may be, and 
preferably are, so arranged that only the highest 
note simultaneously struck on any oscillating cir 
cuit will be played. In the upper manual the keys 
have been indicated at 5a, 33a, etc. The key 36a, 
When depressed, breaks circuits to the other keys 

30 

35 

shown in the diagram and then makes its own 
appropriate circuit indicated by the switch 37a. 
to the resistance 26a, which is a frequency con 
trolling element for one of the upper manual os 
cillating circuit.S. Ef provision is now made, as 
is well known in the pipe organ art, for coupling 

40 

the manuals, Such coupling being indicated by the 
dotted lines marked 33, it will be clear that either 
manual may be played upon with both hands 
Without interference. If, for example, key 5 of 
the lower manual were depressed and simultane 
ously key 36 of the lower manual were depressed, 
the note D, two octaves above the first C, would 
not be Sounded upon the oscillating circuit 
connected with resistance 26, but would be 
Sourided upon the circuit represented by the 
resistance 26a, through the simultaneous de 
pressing of key 3.8a. The note C on the low 
er manual would be sounded upon that oscil 
lating circuit represented by resistance 26 but 
WCuld not be sounded upon that oscillating cir 
cuit represented by resistance 200, because the 

45 

50 

55 

Switch of key 3d in the upper manual would 
be thrown out of circuit by reason of the depress 
ing of key 3%a in the upper manual as described. 
have in this way provided for the simultaneous 

playing of both hands on either manual without 
interference. Where it is desired to play with one 
and on each manual and to secure a different, 

tone quality for each manual, the manual cou 
ping indicated diagrariinatically at 33 would 
be disconnected and the oscillating circuits appro 
priate to each Zanual adjusted to whatever tim 
be or to Rality is desired. It Will be remembered 
that so long as one manual is being played upon 
by one hand only, no interference can result 
where the thirteen principle is employed. 
To take up the second phase of my invention, 

I have provided a very much simplified con 
struction of the various keyboards and the like, 
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4. 
which makes provision for the Several circuit 
arrangements which I have hereinabove de 
scribed, without the necessity of corpicated 
switching arrangements, or mechanical coupling 
between manuals. In this aspect of my inven 
tion I provide one or more manuals, as desired, 
each key of each manual being arranged to 
operate a controlling element. The controlling 
elements are arranged side by Side, and a plul 
rality of boards upon which appropriate SWitches 
are mounted are adapted to be moved into posi 
tions, selectively, in, which the various Switches 
on the boards can be brought into operating 
relationship with the several sets of keys Selec 
tively. This is diagrammatically illustrated in 
Fig. 4, wherein I have indicated a plurality of 
metal bars 39 pivoted to a common shaft 48. Cne 
set of these bars, 4S, is straight and is connected 
directly to the keys 32 and 33 of One manual. 
A block 44 is slotted to guide the bars 42 and to 
control their movement. A second set of the bars 
is bent upwardly at a point Suficient to give 
clearance for upper manual keys. This set of 
bars is indicated at 45. It bears the upper manual 
keys (36 and 47. Again a slotted block 38 is pro 
vided to guide the bars £5, and to finish of the 
front of the console. If the instrument is to 
have three manuals, a third set of bars (39 is 
bent downwardly at a point Suitable for clear 
ance. Keys of the lower manual indicated at 56 
and 5? are attached to these bars, and a slotted 
block 52 is provided to guide the bars and to 
finish off the console. To each of the bars, in 
dicated generally at 39, there is attached a ver 
tically extending actuating rod 53, bearing abut 
ment members 53. The end of each rod 53 may 
be attached by means of a tension Spring 55 to 
a supporting member 56, to provide a controlled 
action and to return the keys when depressed. 
I have indicated diagrammatically at 52 to 6, 
inclusive, a plurality of parts which I have 
called switch boards, and to which are attached 
a plurality of switches of the jack type, indi 
cated at 6d. These switches are interSpaced at 
proper intervals, and are adapted to be brought 
into position to be actuated by the abutment 
members 53 on the operating rods 53. It Will be 
clear that by moving the boards 5 to 59, inclu 
sive, to the right in Fig. 4, or by Zinoving the 
board 6 to the left in Fig. 4, the switches On 
these boards will be brought out of any position 
in which the switches can be actuated by the 
rods 53. In other words, such a position of the 
boards is the “off’ position. By moving the 
boards in the opposite direction they may be 
brought into the “on' position, which is a posi 
tion in which the switches 6d can be actuated by 
the abutinents 53. 
Assuming that the instrument is of the three 

manual type illustrated in Fig. 4, it will be un 
derstood that there is a rod 53 for each key 
on each manual. Thus for middle “C” on each 
manual there will be a rod 53, and these rods 
will lie vertically and along side of each other. 
It therefore follows that if the board 5, for 
example, bears a plurality of Switches represent 
ing the notes in a succession of musical scales 
of a length determined by the length of the key 
board or manual, this board, by moving it to 

5 

three positions selectively in a direction perpen 
dicular to the plane of the drawing in Fig. 4, may 
be caused to assume positions in which its 
switches are actuated by the abutments 54 on 
the rods appropriate to any one of the three 
manuals. The same thing of course is true of 
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the boards 58, 59 and 66, and such other switch 
boards as may be employed. All of these boards, 
by suitable shifting of their position, may be 
connected to the same manual, or selectively to 
different manuals. This obviates the necessity of 
any, mechanical coupling between manlals, since 
it is only necessary to shift the several boards 
into such a position that two or core of thern 
are connected for actuation to the Sane nanual. 
The shifting of the position of the several 

boards may be accomplished by means of levers, 
or the like, Such as the stop tabs of the ordinary 
Organ, one of which is diagi'annatically indi 
cated at 62 in Fig. 4. 

In Fig. 5 I have shown in perspective this con 
Struction for a two lanual organ, in which 
like parts have been given like index nunerals. 
Portions of the console have been shown at $3. 
for the front, 66 for the top, 65 for a side mem 
oer, and 66 and S for the end filler blocks at 
the ends of the manuals. The construction. 
shown in Fig. 5 may be built into a complete 
Organ console, or it may be inade as a separate 
unit of relatively small size, and having a bot 
ton panel 68, the Whole device being suitable : 
for placing upon the top of an ordinary table. 
If it is made in this Way, and if a foot keyboard 
is desired, a, Separate construction thereof may 
be made to be placed beneath the table, the said 
foot manual comprising not only a suitable pedal 
key-board and supporting framework therefor, 
but also whatever swell or volume control pedals 
are desired, etc. Such foot key-board may con 
tain its own Separate oscillating circuit, or cir 
cuits, together with means for timbre control. 
Where an instrument is built as a completed 
console, it will be clear that it is possible, by a 
Suitable lever arrangement and linkages, to bring 
up controlling rods from the foot manual similar 
to the rods 53 and lying along side such rods, so 
that any of the switch boards can be connected 
respectively to any of the hand manuals, or to 
the foot keyboard. This construction ordinarily 
is not required, since by reason of the fact that 
it is not normally desired to play more than 
One note at a time on the foot manual, it is more 
&conomical to provide for the foot manual one 
or more OScillating circuits, each adapted to 
Sound Selectively all of the notes of the desired 
range, together with a suitable timbre control. 
The direction of movement of the several 

Switch boards, two only of which have been shown 
in Fig. 5, has been indicated by appropriate 
arrows. The manner of fixing the rods 53 to 
the bars is indicated in Fig. 6 where each rod 
engages a yoke meinber 63, two legs of which 
lie on either side of the rod, and are rotatably 
held thereto by means of rods or grommets G. 
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A plan view showing of the key-boards and rods 
of a three manual organ is made in Fig. 5a, 
where like indicia have been used for like parts, 
and in which the relationship of the several parts 
will be clear. An end elevation of the assembly 
of Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 10. Where three 
manuals are employed and where the rods 53 lie 
close together, it may be found preferable to 
omit the Springs 55 on the ends of the rods and 
to guide the rods by means of a perforated plate 

. In this event, spring controlling devices 
indicated at 72 may be provided for the several 
keys to take the place of the springs 55. 
The ends of the switch boards will be slidably 

mounted in slotted members attached to suitable 
Supports, aid indicated in Fig. 11 at 3 to permit 
OVenent of the boards in two horizontal direc 
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tions, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 5. Ihave 
indicated means for moving the key-boards in 
FigS. , 8, iO, 11 and 12. These means may be 
any desired, but can conveniently comprise shafts 
indicated at 24 so connected to the switch boards 
that a rotation of the shaft produces an in and 
Out Inovement of the Switch boards with respect 
to the stops 33 on the rods 53, while a longitu 
dinal Inovement of the shafts produces a lon 
gitudinal novenent of the boards to shift the 
Switches thereon from One Saanual to another. 
The use of shafts extending across the console 
and behind tie front board 63 thereof enables 
ine to aoye the SWitch boards by Iraeans en 
gaging then at both ends, thus providing for uni 
i?orin ovement thereof without binding. I have 
SOWin crank argins 5 attached to the several 
shafts and extending upwardly or downwardly, 
depending upon the direction in which the board 
is to be noved, in or out. These crank arms 
have pins S engaging in slots in brackets 77 at 
tached to each board. Brackets 3 may be at 
tached on the opposite sides of the boards, and 
Anay be provided with slots 9 to ride on the 
shafts it. The Shafts themselves are both ro 
tatably and slidably mounted in members 9, at 
tached to Suitable Supports. The crank arms are 
non-rotatably and non-slidably mounted on the 
shafts, and the brackets, as shown in Fig. 1, 
preferably have a U-shaped croSS Section, with 
ears a lying on either side of the ends of the 
crank arms, so that longitudinal movements of 
the shafts Will be communicated to the switch 
boards. 
Actuating members, corresponding to the stops 

on an organ, are provided, comprising means 36 
to be engaged by the hand, and a sank 3, which 
is bifurcated as at 82 in Fig. 8, and is attached 
to flattened portions 33 of the shafts A. A. 
bracket 84 is provided, which is slotted as at 
85, and an extension 86 of the shank of the stop 
device is carried through this slot. The slot 
co-operating with this extension provides a full 
crun for the Stop device, So that it may be used 
as a lever to move the shaft 4 to the right or 
left, as clearly shown in Fig. . Moving the hand 
grip 80 up or down as shown in Fig. 8, will ro 

50 
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tate the shaft 4, thereby moving the boards in 
and out. Another function of the ever action 
just described lies in providing for a greater 
movement of the hand grip 80 than is represented 
by the longitudiaal movement of the shaft 4 
produced thereby. Upon the front of the con 
sole I provide face plates 87, through which 
the stop devices extend. These plates may be 
marked with indicia appropriate to the tonality 
of the sets of oscillating circuits controlled by 
the Several Switch boards, and they also may be 
marked to indicate the manual to which the 
Switch boards are connected, and 'off' and “on” 
positions of the switch boards. These face plates 
may be conveniently notched as at 88, the 
tongues between the notches making it necessary 
to move the switch board outwardly from the 
rods 53 before the Switch board can be shifted 
sidewise, so as to bring its switches into position 
for actuation by a different set of the abutments 
54 on the rods 53. This provision is rendered ad 
visable because a shift of tonality, i. e. the ac 
tuation of a stop, may be found desirable while 
certain keys are being held depressed upon that 
manual to which the new tonality is to be in 
parted. In Fig. 10 I have shown the ends of the 
switches 6 slightly bent over as at 6 fa. I have 
also shown the abutments 54 rounded as at 54a, 

If the rcd 53 in Fig. 10 were depressed, and it was 
4desired to move the board 6b so as to be actu 
ated by said rod 53, the switch board 6b could 
be noved from right to left without interference, 
since the portion 6a of the switch would contact is 
the rounded portion 5éa of the abutment; and as 
the board 6b was moved to the left, the switch 
6. Would be actuated. Since, by the arrange 
Inent shown, it is necessary to move a board to 
the 'Off' position before it can be shifted to a 10 
-different manual, sidewise interference between 
the ends of the Switches 6 f and the abutments 
3éa is prevented. 

Fig. 9 shows a device for insuring the correct 
Eposition of the boards selectively. One of the 15 
Switch boards is indicated at 57. The bracket 
in Wiich it slides is indicated at 3. Upon the 
board I fasten a member 4, which is provided 
with a series of notches (5. A spring controlling 
eleinent 6 is attached to a suitable support, 20 
for example the side member $3 of the console, 
and has a toothed portion. Oil adapted to enter 
the notches 5. As the board 57 is moved to 
the right or left in the plane of the drawing in 
Fig. 9, the toothed portion AO of the spring a 625 
Will enter the several notches selectively and in 
Sure the proper position of the board. The mem 
ber 84 is long enough in the direction of the 
notches to permit the movement of the board 
3 in a direction at right angles to the plane 30 
of the drawing without having the tooth a come 
out of the particular notch which it engageS. 
The description above sets forth, of course, only 

one exemplary mechanical means for moving my 
Switchboards in the desired sidewise and in-and- 35 
Out directions. Other means may be used with 
Out departing from the spirit of my invention. 
The Switchboards may be actuated by a wide 
Variety of mechanical movement devices, or by 
electric Solenoids, or by fluid pressure means, con- 40 
trolled by the ordinary organ stop tabs. More 
over, if desired, the in-and-out or on-and-off 
movements of the boards may be eliminated, and 
appropriate single Switches, controlled by stop 
tabs or the like, may be employed to cut a series 45 
of oscillating circuits into or out of operation. 
Where the oscillating circuits, however, employ 
elements which require an appreciable time in-. 
terval to become stabilized as to frequency or out 
put, it will be of advantage to retain the in-and- 50 
out motion of the Switchboards. 
The switch boards may be stiffened by means 

of ribs 89 located therebeneath. So as to provide 
a Sort of truss construction. 
As many of the Switch boards as desired may 55 

be employed with any given number of manuals, 
as will be clear. It will also be apparent that 
this novel construction of manuals, shifting means 
and circuit controlling arrangement is not re 
stricted to the use of the '13' principle herein- 60 
above described, but may be employed with any 
type of organ in which a control of Sound pro 
ducing instrumentalities may be made electrical 
ly. The purpose of my construction is to produce 
an exceedingly simple and economical arrange- 65 
ment of as few parts as possible, whereby any one 
of a plurality of manuals may be made to control 
any one or all of the several tone producing in 
strumentalities in the Organ. 

It will also be clear that instead of running 70 
the rods 53 upwardly in the instrument shown, 
they may be run downwardly. This gives more 
head room in the instrument and is of advan 
tage in a console type device, in that the Several 
switch boards and the like may be housed in the 75 
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of generally smaller dimensions. If the body 
of the console, below the manuals, is used for 
the switch boards and controlling devices, it is 
possible to make the devices larger than could 
otherwise be done, and in particular to include 
upon the switch boards, such parts of the several 
oscillating circuits as may be desired. This 
facilitates the unit construction hereinafter re 
ferred to. 
Although I have shown in Fig. 3 an organiza 

tion of parts in which some of the keys control 
as many as five switches in a five Octave Organ, 
in practice, such a complicated Switching con 
struction is not necessary. It is possible when 
employing the circuit of Fig. 2 to connect the 
grid lead of the vacuum tube to the several 
switches, through a circuit breaking arrange 
ment on each switch so that either in ascending 
or descending relationship in the scale the de 
pressing of one key will break the grid circuit 
to other keys having to do with the same OScil 
lating circuit. This is diagrammatically illus 
trated in Fig. 2a, where like numerals have been 
used to indicate like circuit parts. I have shown 
in this figure, beginning with 'C', a plurality of 
keys in octave-plus-one relationship, ending 
With 'E' four octaves above 'C'. The circuit 
arrangement is somewhat complicated by the 
fact that in the simple circuit of Fig. 2 to secure 
a series of pitches throughout the range desired, 
different values of the condenser 2, as well as 
different values of the resistance are required. 
I have indicated the keys in Fig. 2a as though 
they operated as knife switches, for the sake of 
clearness. I have shown the grid lead 90 con 
nected to the blade of the Switch marked oc 
tave 'E'. An upper contact 9 , to which the 
circuit is closed when the octave 'E' key is open, 
is connected as shown to the blade of the octave 
ID sharp switch. Similarly the upper contact 92 
of this switch is connected to the blade of the 
Octave D switch; the contact 93 is connected to 
the blade of the octave C sharp switch, and the 
contact 94 is connected to the blade of the C 
Switch. Depressing any of these Switches, ex 
cepting C, will result in a breaking of the grid 
circuit to switches further up in the diagram of 
Fig. 2a. When the octave E key is depressed, the 
grid lead is connected to contacts 95 and 96. 
One of these is connected to the condenser 2e. 
The other is connected to a resistance fle grounder 
ed to the lead . Similar pairs of lower contacts 
are provided for each switch indicated in the 
diagram, the leads from these contacts being 
connected respectively to pairs of condensers and 
resistances marked 2d, d, 2c and c, etc. I 
have shown separate resistances a etc. instead 
of a single resistance, since the provision of sep 
arate variable resistances facilitates tuning of 
the device if a worn out tube is replaced by a 
tube having slightly different characteristics. 
This construction, while advantageous, is, how 
ever, not necessary because it is equally possible 
to use a common resistance with a plurality of 
taps thereon, which taps may be rhade by sliders, 
adjustable for tuning purposes. 

I have illustrated in Figs. 2b and 2c a type of 
jack switch which may be employed for this pur 
pose. The jack SWitch has an operating blade 
97 adapted, under normal spring tension, to 
inake contact with an overlying contact member 
96. 
of the abutments 56 on the rods 53, it is adapted 
to make simultaneous contact with two lower 

When the blade 97 is depressed, as by means. 

2,045,172 
body of the console, thereby producing a device contact members 99 and 00. Otherwise the 

construction of the jack switch shown in Figs. 
2b and 2c will be clear; and it will be understood. 
that the several contact members may be pro 
vided with suitable terminal lugs to which con 
tactors may be soldered. 

It will be seen that a circuit and apparatus 
such as those shown in Figs. 2a to 2c, inclusive, 
permits much simplified wiring. 

It will be understood that it is possible to 
mount upon the several boards 57 to 60 in Fig. 4 
at least the necessary condensers and resistances, 
which would then call for the connection of but 
three wires to each board for each oscillating 
circuit controlled thereby. It will be further 
understood, however, that by suitably enlarging 
the boards 57 to 60, inclusive, it will be possible 
to mount upon them also the oscillating tubes, 
and all parts of all of the thirteen Oscillating 
circuits, together with means for coupling them 
together, which would still further simplify the 
wiring, and would require but two output leads 
from each board, together with the necessary 
leads from the source of A potential and B po 
tential. In this Way it is possible to make up 
switch, boards containing complete oscillating 
circuits which can be installed in the organ as 
units. The purchaser of an organ can receive it 
initially with, say, one series of thirteen oscillat 
ing circuits and controlling devices for each man 
ual, and afterwards, as his purse permits, add ad 
ditional series of oscillating circuits designed to 
produce notes of the same or of different timbres, 
or of harmonic frequencies suitable for addition 
to the basic tones of the organ. It will be ob 
vious also that these units comprising sets of 
oscillating circuits are in a sense the equivalent 
of sets of pipes for the pipe organ; but will be 
very much cheaper. I have thus made provision 
for the marketing of a basic structure compris 
ing a console with operating means of standard 
construction, and the subsequent addition there 
of, as may be desired, of additional sets of tone 
producing instrumentalities. 
Dynamics, such as are achieved in the piano 

for example, where the force with which any 
particular note is struck determines the volume 
and to a considerable extent the quality of the 
Sound produced, have heretofore been impossible 
in instruments of the pipe organ or reed organ 
type. General tone-level controlling devices have 
been provided of course, such as the usual swell 
pedals; but these devices do not permit the se 
curing of dynamics individual to the several 
notes struck. The “thirteen principle', as here 
inabove set forth, however, is very well adapted 
to the securing of individual dynamics. It will 
be remembered that the tone producing instru 
mentalities are divided into groups of thirteen 
Oscillating circuits, each circuit of which is de 
Signed to produce a plurality of tones of differ 
ent pitch in an octave-plus-one relationship. It 
will also be remembered that upon each oscillat 
ing circuit but one frequency can be produced 
at any one instant. Thus a volume control for 
each of the thirteen Oscillating circuits amounts 
to an individual volume control for each note si 
multaneously struck, because only one note can 
be struck at a time on any one oscillating circuit. 
Therefore if the Several keys of a manual are 
made to Control volume level devices in accord 
ance with the distance to which said keys are 
depressed, individual volume control of the sev 
eral notes played will be achieved. 
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well known devices used with oscillating and/or 
amplifying circuits may be here employed, in 
cluding, but without limitation, variable resist 
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ances, variable inductances, variable capacities, 
lineans for varying grid bias in an amplifier cir 
cuit and the like. Special illustration of Such 
means is not required, but I have indicated in 
Fig. 4 mechanical means for actuating volume 
Control devices to secure tha type of dynamics 
herein above referred to. Below the bars 39 I 
have shown a plurality of shafts 0 , , a, etc., 
which may be connected to selected groups of 
the bars 39 by means of crank arms 2 and links 
03. The shaft to, for example, may have crank 
arm and linkage connections to the notes C, Cit, 
D, DEF, and E in Octave-plus-One relationship, 
as shown in Fig. 3. The shaft 0 will be con 
nected, as readily understood, to the particular 
volume control device acting upon the circuit 
represented by the resistance 2 in Fig. 3. Other 
groups of notes will similarly ba connected to 
other shafts of the series O, Oa, etc. For 
example, the next Series would comprise the notes 
C#, D, DE, E and EFF, in octave-plus-one rela 
tionship. 
In this Way individual tone dynamics may be 

provided. It will be understood, of course, that 
instead of connecting the shafts fol, etc. to vol 
ume control means, or in addition thereto, these 
Shafts may be connected to means for varying. 
the timbre of the sounds produced. It will also 
be understood that the instrument will prefer 
ably be provided with means for controlling the 
general volume level, such means conveniently 
taking the form of foot pedals corresponding to 
the SWell pedals of the pipe Organ. 
The arrangement of parts hereinabove de 

Scribed lends itself also to the production of va 
rious other dynamic and special effects. One of 
these is a "double touch' effect, in which a light 
preSSure upon a key Will sound upon one oscillat 
ing circuit, while heavier pressures upon the 
Same key Will add sounds produced by other os 
Cillating circuits. This is a type of dynamics in 
which both volume and tone color can be varied 
at will by the extent to which the operator de 
preSSes the keys of the keyboard in playing upon 
the instrument. Such effects as these are easily 
attained with ny apparatus by lowering or rais 
ing some of the switchboards with respect to 
others. They can also be obtained by varying the 
position of the abutment members 54 on the key 
rods 53. It is preferable, however, to provide 
Suitable selective means for slightly raising or 
lowering the slide members T3 (Figs. 11 and 12) 
in which the Sw1tch boards are guided, since in 
this way a variety of double touch effects may be 

- obtained, limited only by the number of switch 

Gi) 
boards provided. The double touch effect also 
can be eliminated by this arrangement, or modi 
ified during playing, as may be desired. M 

For Special effects of a solo or accompaniment 
nature, my invention contemplates adding to the 
switch boards used in ordinary playing, one or 
Ore additional Switch boards each having a 

single OScillating circuit arrangement adapted se 
lectively to produce all of the tones in a desired 
range. I have shown in Figures 2a, 2b and 2c an 
arrangement of switch members whereby only 
the highest or the lowest note (as desired) simul 
taneously attempted to be sounded upon one os 
cillating circuit will sound. Instead of employing 
the thirteen principle for this particular switch 
board, one oscillating circuit may be provided 
with means for varying the pitch throughout the 

7 
entire desired range. If such a switch board is 
arranged. So that Only the highest note struck 
simultaneously thereon will Sound, then such 
SWitch board may be connected to the keys of a 
manual along with other switch boards employ 
ing the thirteen principle. When this is done, 
and if the Single-note SWitch board and its asso 
ciated oscillating circuit is adjusted so as to pro 
duce Sound of a quality distinguishable by ear as 
to timbre Or. Volume from the sounds otherwise 
produced by the same keyboard, then a solo effect 
Will be produced in which the Single-note 'SWitch 
board carries the air While the other Switch 
boards produce an accompaninent. Similarly 
another Switch board may be arranged so that 
only the lowest note simultaneously attempted 
to be struck thereon will sound, and this switch 
board, which may be assumed to produce deep 
toned notes, may be connected to the keyboard as 
described, and when so connected Will give a bass 
accompaniment similar to Sub-bass effects ob 
tainable on the harmonium, but of much greater 
SCOpe. 

It goes without saying that the Several Switch 
boards may be caused, if desired, to cover less 
than the full tonal scale represented by the key 
board of any manual, and that my invention, in 
nost of its phases, is applicable to an Organ hav 
ing Cne manual, as well as to organs having any 
desired number of manuals. 

Having thus described my invention, What I 
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent, is:- 

1. In a musical instrument, a plurality of tone 
producing devices, each of said devices adapted to 
be controlled to produce Selectively and non 
simultaneously, fundamental tones of different 
pitch, and a key-board, said devices being con 
nected to said key-board in repeated series, said 
series being so arranged as to make it unneces 
sary within the usage of musical scores to Strike 
simultaneously with the fingers of one hand keys 
on said key-board connected with the same tone 
producing device, there being fewer of Said de 
vices for any voice than the number of keys in 
said key-board. 

2. In a musical instrument a plurality of tone 
producing devices, said devices being capable of 
producing, selectively, and non-simultaneously, 
fundamental tones of different pitch, a key 
board, and connections between Said devices and 
said key-bcard, said devices being arranged as to 
said connections in repeated series, each Series 
comprising a tone-producing device for each de 
sired note in an octave plus at least one addi 
tional note. 

3. In a musical instrument a plurality of tone 
producing devices, each of said devices being 
capable of producing selectively and non-Simlil 
taneously, fundamental tones of different pitch, 
a key-board, and connections between said de 
vices and said key-board, said devices being ar 
ranged as to said connections in repeated Series, 
and interconnections between repeated connec 
tions of the same device to said key-board Such 
as to render ineffective all but one such con 
nection to keys simultaneously struck. 

4. In a musical instrument a plurality of tone 
producing devices, each of Said devices being 
capable of producing selectively and non-Sinui 
taneously, fundamental tones of different pitch, 
a key-board, said devices being connected to said 
key-board in repeated series, a second plurality 
of similar tone-producing devices Connected in 
repeated series to said key-board for operation, 
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and means for causing keys simultaneously struck 
and connected to the same sound-producing de 
vice in either plurality to actuate Sound-produc 
ing devices selectively in both pluralities. 

5. In a musical instrument a plurality of tone 
producing devices, each device being capable of 
producing selectively and non-simultaneously, 
fundamental tones of different pitch, a key 
board, said devices numbering thirteen and con 
nected to said key-board in repeated Series. 

6. In a musical instrument a key-board, a 
plurality of tone-producing devices, each device 
being capable of producing Selectively and non 
simultaneously, fundamental tones of different 
pitch, said devices numbering thirteen and con 
nected to said key-board in repeated series, and 
means for rendering ineffective connections be 
tween said devices and said key-board When an 
other connection between the same device and 
said key-board has been effected at a selected 
relatively different position in the register. 

7. In a musical instrument thirteen Sound 
producing devices each capable of producing Se 
lectively and non-simultaneously Sound of differ 
ent pitch, an operative device at least repre 
sentative of a key-board, said tone-producing 
devices connected with said operating device in 
repeated series, means for causing only the lowest 
pitch of a plurality of tones attempted simuli 
taneously to be produced upon any one device to 
sound, a second plurality of tone-producing de 
vices similarly connected to an operating device, 
but so arranged that only the highest pitch of 
tones simultaneously attempted to be Sounded 
upon any one sound-producing device will Sound, 
and means for actuating said several pluralities 
of tone-producing devices in unison in accordance 
with the requirements of a musical Score. 

8. In a musical instrument, a plurality of tone 
producing devices, each device being capable of 
producing selectively and non-simultaneously, 
fundamental tones of different pitch, a key-board, 
said devices numbering thirteen and connected to 
said key-board in repeated series, and means for 
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rendering ineffective connections between said 
devices and said key-board when another Con 
nection between the same device and said key 
board has been effected at a selected relatively 
different position in the register, and means for 
varying the quality of the tones produced by said 
devices, one of said means being Connected with 
each of said tone-producing devices, and also 
connected for operation with each key of said 
key-board to which said tone-producing device 
is also connected. 

9. In a musical instrument a key-board, a 
series of actuating devices, each connected with 
a key of said key-board, said actuating devices 
being arranged according to a fixed grouping, 
and a plurality of members bearing Switches, the 
Switches of each member being arranged. So as to 
be brought into and out of a position for actuation 
by said actuating means upon movement of said 
member. 

(). In a musical instrument a plurality of key 
bcards, actuating devices connected selectively 

the keys of said key-boards and arranged in 
alignment, the actuating devices of Said key 
cards being alternating, and at least one board 
bearing Switches adapted to be actuated by said 
actuatirig means, and means for moving said 
board in O.e direction to bring said Switches into 
or out of contact with said actuating means, 
and means for Inoving Said board in another 

2,045,172. 
direction so as to cause said Switches to be actu 
ated Selectively by the actuating means of One 
or another of Said key-boards. 

11. In a musical instrument a key-board, a 
Series of actuating devices, each connected with a 
key of Said, key-board, said actuating devices 
being arranged according to a fixed grouping, 
and a plurality of members bearing Switches, the 
Switches of each member being arranged so as to 
be brought into and out of a position for actua 
tion by said actuating means upon movement of 
Said member, and means for moving said switch 
bearing members so as to produce actuation of 
Said Switches seriatim as a key is depressed to an 
increasing depth. 

i2. In a musical instrument having two key 
boards and an equal number of sets of tone 
producing devices capable of producing selectively 
and non-simultaneously fundamental tones of 
different pitch, each set of the said devices capa 
ble of being selectively connected with one of 
the key-boards, and each device capable of being 
actuated by a plurality of keys at intervals of 
thirteen half tones, means in connection with 
One keyboard whereby only the lowest of a 
plurality of keys connected to one device 
and Simultaneously depressed, will actuate said 
device, and similar but inverse means in con 
nection with the other key-board whereby only 
the highest of a plurality of keys connected to 
One device and simultaneously depressed, will 
actuate Said device. 

13. In a musical instrument having two key 
boards and an equal number of sets of tone pro 
ducing devices capable of producing selectively 
and non-simultaneously fundamental tones of 
different pitch, each set of the said devices capa 
ble of being selectively connected with one of the 
keyboards, and each device capable of being ac 
tuated by a plurality of keys at intervals of thir 
teen half tones, means in connection with one 
keyboard to prevent all but the lowest of a plu 
rality of keys connected to one device and simul 
taneously depressed, from actuating said device, 
Similar but inverse means in connection with the 
Other keyboard to prevent all but the highest of 
a plurality of keys connected to one device and 
Simultaneously depressed, from actuating said de 
Vice, Said means comprising a make-switch on 
each key connected to the same device, and a 
number of break-switches on each key equal to 
the number of keys in the group beyond the par 
ticular key in question, and connected electrical 
ly So that when any key in the group is depressed, 
all keys beyond it and connected to the same de 
Vice are shorted out. 

14. In a musical instrument having a plurality 
of keyboards and an equal number of correlative 
Sets of tone producing devices, means comprising 
a number of Switchboards equal to the number of 
keyboards and movable in two directions at right 
angles to each other, one for selection and one 
for engagement, having a series of switches on 
them, and rods having abutments to engage said 
Switches selectively, actuated by each key, where 
by Selectively any or all of said sets are actuated 
responsive to operation of any of said keyboards. 

15. The method of producing a large number 
of musical notes of pitches varying by half tones 
by means of a relatively small number of tone 
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producing devices, each capable of producing Se- * 
lectively and non-simultaneously, fundamental 
tones of different pitch, which consists in caus 
ing the pitches produced by any one device to be 75 
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at intervals of thirteen half tones, and causing 
the pitches of the several devices to vary by One 
half tone from each other. Y 

16. In a musical instrument a plurality of 
keyboards having keys, operating members ac 
tuated by Said keys, and members bearing 
switches adapted to be actuated by said oper 
ating members, said switch members and said 
Operating members being movable with respect to 
each other to and fro, in One direction to engage 
and disengage said members, in another direc 
tion to engage selectively said switches with dif 
ferent operating members, and in still another 
direction to cause said operating members to en 
gage said switches selectively in accordance with 
the distance through which said operating mem 
bers move. 

17. In a musical instrument a keyboard, means 
for producing a plurality of Sounds of a given 
quality in accordance with the actuation of keys 
in said keyboard, additional means for produc 
ing sounds of a different and distinguishable 
quality from the quality of said first means, said 
keyboard also arranged to actuate said second 
means, and means for Confining the Sound pro 
duced by said second means to a single pitch at 
any given instant. 

18. In a musical instrument a single sound 

producing means variable as to pitch throughout 
a desired tonal range, keys controlling said means 
as to pitch, and means for confining the sound 
produced by said means to a pitch represented 
by that key, of a plurality of keys simultaneous 
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ly struck, which lies nearest a desired end of 
the tonal scale. 

19. In a musical instrument a single sound pro 
ducing means variable as to pitch throughout a 
desired tonal range, keys controlling said means 
as to pitch, means for confining the sound pro 
duced by said means to a pitch represented by 
that key, of a plurality of keys simultaneously 
struck, which lies nearest a desired end of the 
tonal scale, said means comprising a plurality 
of switch members, one for each of said keys, and 
short circuit means whereby each switch renders 
ineffective the switches lying further than it 
from said desired end of the tonal scale. 

20. An electrical Organ comprising a plurality of 
manuals and a foot keyboard, a set of thirteen 
oscillating electrica circuit means for each man 
ual, said circuit means arranged in rotation to 
produce the several notes of the manuals, and a 
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single oscillating electrical circuit means for said 25 
foot keyboard variable to produce tones of the 
full tonal scale desired therein. 
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